Clinton County Age-Friendly Business Evaluation
Inspired by Age-Friendly Columbus and Age-Friendly Cleveland

Business name:
Address:
Businesses should be evaluated on the following criteria: Parking, Entrance/Exit,
Inside Area, Bathrooms, and Bathroom Fixtures. To become certified, businesses must
answer “yes” to at least four indicators in each section.

Parking

Yes

No

Yes

No

Does the business have designated parking close to the entrance?
Is there at least one marked accessible space?
Are all sidewalks from parking to the main entrance equipped with
adequate and well-maintained curb cuts?
Is there sufficient lighting near parking?
Is there a clear pickup/drop off area?

Score: ___ of 5
Notes:

Entrance/Exit
Is there an entrance and exit without steps?
Do the steps or ramps have a sturdy handrail?
Does the door have a power opener?
Does the door have a lever or loop handle rather than a knob?
Is the width of the entrance/exit at least 32”?

Score: ___ of 5
Notes:
________________________________________________________________________

Inside Area
Is the lighting sufficient to allow those with low vision to see items,
displays, signage, and printed text?
Is there a seating area that is accessible and has space to
accommodate someone with a walker?

Yes

No
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Is there a path of travel at least 36” wide and able to accommodate a
wheelchair?
Is the ground flat and not slippery?
Is there a portion of the sales counter that is no higher than 36” and
allows someone with a wheelchair to approach it?

Score: ___ of 5
Notes:
________________________________________________________________________

Restrooms

Yes

No

Yes

No

Is there a public bathroom?
Is there a bathroom located on the main level of the business or
accessible by an elevator on an upper level?
Is there a restroom stall at least 60” wide to accommodate a
wheelchair?
Does the stall door provide at least 32” of a clear opening?
Does the bathroom sign have Braille and raised tactile text?

Score: ___ of 5
Notes:

Restroom Fixtures
Does the stall door have loop handles to allow easy opening and
closing?
Is there knee clearance at least 27” high under the sink?
Is the sink counter no higher than 34”?
Do the faucets have lever handles or motion sensor features rather
than having knobs?
Are paper towel and soap dispensers and other amenities like coat
hooks and light switches no higher than 48” above the floor?

Score: ___ of 5
Notes:

